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XSLT mediation primitive

This presentation provides a detailed look at the XSLT mediation primitive. The acronym 
XSLT stands for extensible style sheet language transformation, which is defined in a 
specification from the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). The XSLT specification 
defines the syntax and semantics of XSLT, which is a language for transforming XML 
documents into other XML documents. 
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�Understand the XSLT mediation primitive

�Overview of function

�Use of terminals

�Definition of properties

�Special considerations for properties

�Error handling

�Example usage

Goals

XSLT

The goal of this presentation is to provide you with a full understanding of the XSLT 
mediation primitive.  

The presentation assumes that you are already familiar with the material presented in the 
Mediation primitive common details presentation and the Common details –
Promoted properties presentation. These two presentations serve as a base for 
understanding mediation primitives in general. 

An overview of the XSLT primitive is presented along with information about the primitive’s 
use of terminals and its properties.  Starting in version 6.0.2, the handling of properties 
was enhanced. This was an overall improvement in behavior of the primitive, but it also 
introduced some special considerations in some circumstances. These special 
considerations are reviewed with pointers to more detailed information provided. Finally, 
error handling characteristics are presented followed by an example usage of an XSLT 
primitive.  
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Overview of function

�Modifies the service message object (SMO)
�Uses extensible style sheet language (XSL) 

Transformation (XSLT)

�Message type and message content can be changed 

�Transformed message is validated

�XPath used to defined the root (starting point) of  
the transformation 

�Maps are used to define the transformations
�Created with the XSLT mapping editor 

�XSL style sheets are generated from the XML maps

The purpose of the XSLT primitive is to modify the service message object (SMO). The 
XSLT primitive is capable of modifying the content of the SMO and of modifying the 
message type by restructuring the message body.  

The transformed message is validated to ensure it conforms to the constraints specified 
for it. This validation always occurs and is not optionally selected as it is for input 
messages on this and other primitives. 

There is a root property, which uses an XPath expression to define the starting point within 
the SMO for the transformation.  

Transformations are defined by means of XML maps created using the XSLT mapping 
editor.  The XML maps are then generated into XSL style sheets, which are used by the 
runtime when performing the transformation. 
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Terminals

� Terminals: 
�Input terminal

�One output terminal

�Fail terminal

�Message type of input and output terminal
� Same type – for manipulation of values within a message

� Different type – for changing format of the message body

The XSLT primitive has one input terminal, one output terminal and a fail terminal.  The 
output terminal can be for the same message type as the input terminal or for a different 
message type.  When the message type is different, the transformation modifies the 
structure of the body of the message.  Shown here is an XSLT primitive with its terminals, 
and the terminals as seen in the properties view.
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Properties

� Root
� XPath expression defining portion of service message object to transform
� One of:   /,  /body,  /context,  /headers
� Not editable on this panel – it is specified in the new XSLT mapping dialog

� Mapping file
� Identifies the XML map used to define the transformation
� Browse… to select an existing map using the mapping file selection dialog
� Edit… to edit the existing map using the XSLT mapping editor
� New… to create a new map using the new XSLT mapping dialog

� Associated XSL
� The XSL style sheet 
� File is automatically generated and updated when the mapping file is saved 

� Validate input
� Validates if incoming message is of the expected type
� Ensures it meets any constraints defined

� Such as minOccurs or maxValue

In the upper right is a screen capture of the Details panel from the Properties view for an 
XSLT primitive. 

The Root property contains an XPath expression defining the major portion of the SMO on 
which the transformation is performed. Valid values for this property are / (slash) meaning 
the entire SMO, or /body, /context or /header, referring to the corresponding section of the 
SMO. This property is not editable on this panel, rather its value is set in the New XSLT 
Mapping dialog.  

The Mapping file property contains the file name of an XML map that is used to define the 
transformation. This field displays the file name and is not directly editable. It is set 
through use of the dialogs accessible using the buttons to the right of the field. The 
Browse… button opens the Mapping File Selection dialog that allows you to navigate and 
select an existing XML map. The Edit… button opens the XSLT Mapping Editor to allow 
you to edit the currently configured map. The New… button opens the New XSLT Mapping 
dialog which enables you to define the characteristics of the map, and then places you into 
the XSLT Mapping Editor to define the transformation.

The Associated XSL property contains the name of the XSL style sheet that is used by 
the runtime when performing the transformation. The XSL style sheet is automatically 
generated when the XML map is saved. This field is not editable and does not appear if a 
mapping file has not yet been configured. 

The Validate input property is a check box used to indicate if incoming messages to the 
XSLT primitive are to be validated before processing. This ensures that the incoming 
message is of the expected type and that any constraints defined are not violated. 
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Creating a new 
XSLT mapping file

� New XSLT mapping
�Root specified using a drop down box

�Input/output message types
� Values pre-filled if message type of terminals is already defined

� Browse… accesses change message type dialog

� Changing message type here modifies message type of terminal

�Mapping file is created with a generated name

This slide contains a screen capture of the New XSLT Mapping dialog, shown in the upper 
right. On the left is the Details panel as it appears before a mapping file has been 
configured for the XSLT primitive. The New… button is used to access the dialog. 

The Message Root field is a drop down box that allows you to specify the Root property 
described on the previous slide. 

The Input Message Body and Output Message Body are the message types for the 
input and output messages. These types correspond to the message types associated 
with the in and out terminals of the XSLT primitive. If a terminal already has a message 
type defined, it is pre-filled in the dialog, otherwise the field is left blank. The Browse…
button is used to access the Change Message Type dialog, which enables you to originally 
define the message type or change an existing message type. Whatever you define here 
is propagated to the message type definition for the terminal, ensuring that they remain 
synchronized. 

Hitting the Finish button creates an XML map corresponding to the root and message type 
definitions provided in this dialog. The name of the file is generated for you. You are 
placed into the XSLT Mapping Editor so that you can begin to define the transformations 
between the input and output messages. 
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Special considerations for properties

� Background on XSLT primitive enhancement
�Before V6.0.2

� Configure with XML map  or XSL style sheet, generation of style sheet a manual step

�Starting with V6.0.2
� Directly configure only an XML map , generation of style sheet is automatic

� Special considerations
�Information center articles contain detailed instructions

� Link: http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/dmndhelp/v6rxmx/index.jsp

�Migration of XSLT primitives built before V6.0.2
� Automatic generation turned off for XSLT primitives built before V6.0.2
� To enable automatic generation, see: migrating an XSL transformation primitive

�Using an XSL style sheet without an XML map
� In some cases, it may be better to use an XSL style sheet directly
� To do this, see: using an existing XSL style sheet 

Enhanced 
in V602

In WebSphere Integration Developer before version 6.0.2, the interface and behavior for 
configuring an XSLT mediation primitive was different than it currently is. Your were able 
to configure the primitive with an XML map or with an XSL style sheet. If it was configured 
with an XML map, the generation of the associated XSL style sheet was a manual step. 
Starting in version 6.0.2, the XSLT primitive can only be configured with an XML map and 
the generation of the XSL style sheet is automatically done for you. This change in 
behavior is an overall improvement for almost all usages of the XSLT primitive. However, 
there are a couple of situations which require special handling because of this change. 

This slide only identifies the situations requiring special handling and does not provide the 
details. For the details you are referred to the Information Center, accessible through the 
link shown in the slide. 

The first situation is when you have a mediation flow which contains an XSLT primitive that 
was created in WebSphere Integration Developer before version 6.0.2. These primitives 
retain their old behavior and the XSL style sheets are not automatically generated when 
the XML map is saved. In most cases, you would want to enable the automatic generation. 
See the Information Center page entitled “Migrating an XSL Transformation primitive” for 
details on how to do this. 

There are cases where it is better to use an existing XSL style sheet rather than 
generating one through use of an XML map. See the Information Center page entitled 
“Using an existing XSL style sheet” for the details on how this can be done. 
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Promoted properties

� Promotable
�Associated XSL

�Validate input

�Root

New
V602

� Not promotable
�Mapping file

This slide shows the Promoted Properties panel and lists those properties which are 
promotable and which are not. 

Starting with the Mapping file property, it is not promotable because it is not involved in 
the runtime aspects of the XSLT primitive. It is a development time only artifact and 
therefore it would not make sense to promote it for administrative control.  

Promotion of the Associated XSL and Root properties would need to be considered 
together. The XSL style sheet is built specifically for a particular value of root. Therefore, if 
the root property were to change, the associated XSL property would also need to be 
changed. Conversely, it is possible to change the associated XSL without changing the 
root, assuming the two XSL style sheets involved were built for the same root value. In 
addition, any change to the XSL style sheet would require that the message types being 
transformed by the style sheet conformed to the message types of the terminals. 

Promoting the Validate input property allows an administrator to turn validation of the 
SMO off and on. This allows the performance advantage of not doing validation of the 
input SMO. However, if the need arises to debug a problem, the administrator can turn on 
validation while the problem is being investigated.
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Error processing

� MediationRuntimeException thrown for:
�XSL style sheet not found or not specified

�XSL style sheet generated when map existed but map did not define 
mapping for any elements

�XSL style sheet source/target type does not match input/output 
terminal type

� MediationBusinessException (fail terminal flow)
�Validate input specified and input message fails validation testing

�Errors during XSL style sheet processing

�Root value inconsistent with XSL style sheet source type

�Output message fails validation testing
� The message resulting from the transformation is always validated

The error processing details and considerations are examined in this slide. 

A MediationRuntimeException is thrown for problems accessing the XSL style sheet, such 
as when the style sheet cannot be found or has not been specified.  This exception is also 
thrown for an XSL style sheet that does not contain any transformation operation.  This 
can occur if it was generated from a map that did not specify the mapping for any 
elements.  The MediationRuntimeException is thrown if the XSL style sheet source and 
target types do not match the terminal message types.  

A MediationBusinessException occurs for several different problems, such as if validate 
input has been specified and the input message fails the validation processing. 

It also occurs if there are errors encountered during the processing of the XSL style sheet, 
or if the root property value is inconsistent with the XSL style sheet source type.

Output messages are always validated and the MediationBusinessException occurs when 
the message fails validation testing.  

In all of these MediationBusinessException cases, if the fail terminal is wired, the flow from 
the fail terminal is followed rather than the exception being thrown. 
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Example usage

� Example – Setup call for target service
�Mediation flow input operation contains only customer number

�Operation on target service callout requires customer name and number

� Mediation logic: 
�Database lookup

� Using customer account number looks up customer name from database 

� Customer name placed into the transient context 

� Failure if no record found for customer

�XSLT 
� Maps source message format to target message format

� Copies the account number from source message body to target message body

� Copies the name from the source transient context to the target message body

The next couple of slides provide an example usage of the XSLT primitive.  In this 
scenario, a call to a service provider requires more information than the call coming in 
from the service requestor.  Specifically, the request contains only a customer number, 
and the service provider has an interface requiring both a customer name and customer 
number.  This is done using an XSLT primitive in conjunction with a database lookup 
primitive.  The mediation flow logic starts with the database lookup, which uses the 
customer number to look up a customer name from a database.  The customer name is 
placed into the transient context of the SMO by the database lookup.  Since the service 
provider always needs both the customer name and number it is considered an error 
condition if the lookup does not find the customer record.  Following the database lookup, 
the XSLT primitive maps the source message to the target message, changing the 
message type to match the operation being called on the service provider.  The account 
number is moved from the source SMO body to the target SMO body and the name is 
moved from the source SMO transient context to the body of the target SMO.  
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Example usage (cont.)

Lookup customer name in database 
and place in transient context

Transform format of message body and 
initialize with customer number and name

Fail – customer record not in database

XML editor Source Target

Define mapping here
Drag source elements to 
target elements to define 
mapping

Overview of mappings
already defined 

Target Source

The top portion of this slide shows the mediation flow logic for the example scenario.  The 
input node is wired to a database lookup, which looks up the customer name using the 
customer number as the key.  The keyNotFound terminal is wired to a fail primitive which 
throws an exception.  If the lookup is successful, the flow goes to an XSLT primitive, which 
modifies the SMO to the format required by the service provider. The bottom portion of 
the slide shows the XML mapping editor.  The top portion of the editor is where the 
transformations are defined and the bottom portion shows the existing mappings. Notice 
that the customer ID is moved from the source body to the target body, whereas the 
customer name is moved from the source transient context to the target body.  
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Summary 

�Examined the XSLT mediation primitive

�Overview of function

�Use of terminals

�Definition of properties

�Special considerations for properties

�Error handling

�Example usage

XSLT

In summary, this presentation provided an overview of the XSLT primitive along with 
information about the primitive’s use of terminals and its properties.  Special 
considerations introduced by enhancements starting with version 6.0.2 were examined.  
Finally, error handing characteristics were presented and an example usage of an XSLT 
primitive was provided. 
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Feedback

Your feedback is valuable
You can help improve the quality of IBM Education Assistant content to better 

meet your needs by providing feedback.

� Did you find this module useful?

� Did it help you solve a problem or answer a question?

� Do you have suggestions for improvements?

Click to send e-mail feedback

You can help improve the quality of IBM Education Assistant content by providing 
feedback.
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